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Rotailtmt¡N
Want to get more out of your Rotax? Conrad
Beale of ConAir suggests 12 ways to boost
the peformance of Your Rotax

I Balance carbs. Careful balancing of
carbs at the normal maintenance intervals
wilf reduce overall wear on your 912/914
engine
engine
Balanci
but rea
involve running the engine with test
equipment attached. Io carry out the task
some method of measuring the vacuum
in each manifold is required. The carb

l

range. The balancing of carbs is covered in
our maintenance book
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SPECIAL FEATURE
25 years of the Rotax 912

Ed Hicks celebrates the silver jubilee of one of the most popular engines in GA
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that a companv c¿lled Rot¿x decided to
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enrrrery new, sm¿ir, arrcr¿n engrne,

something completely different to those
powerplanls with large displacement air-cooled
rylinders, a maximum power output at less than
3,000rpm and a direct-drive propeller V\4th a
number of the members of the Rotax
engrneenng team also being

pilots, it must be a testament to their resolve that
they decided to throw conventions aside and
instead come up with a paradigm shift in the light
aircraft engine world
Look at the result Four air-cooled Nikasil.
oTlinders, lightuueight and hard wearing with

liquid-cooled heads, that reduced the risk of
shock-cooling and meant a higher compression
ratio could be run without detonation, had a
capacity of l,2l lcc and used a compression

l:l

ratio of 9
Here was an eng¡ne that produced
power runnìng at a relatively high but efficient

its

5,B00rpm, and used a small243:i gearbox to
reduce the shaft speed to a more conventional
2,4O0rpn for the propeller. In a wodd that was just
beginning to think more about noise reduction, the
small cubic capaciÇ would prove easier to silence,
while the gearbox would allow a larç d¡ameter
propeller to be turned with a low tip-speed, giving
high propulsion efficienqr and low noise
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My, how you grown. 25 years of development
means the current 912 (left) Iooks a little more

substantial than the first engine (right).
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vintage. ln the UK, the perceived benefits

l¡rcnn ßsociation

gearbox reduction drive and centrifugal clutch.
We happily flew these, regarding the powerplant
as reliable as the thermals we usually required
An hou/s flight w¡thout something seìzing/

THERE ARE SOME engines such as the Cipsy

Major and Continental flat-fours that are so

390 to 450kg

cracking/falling off was an achievement! Later

successful that they come to define a whole

Undoubtedly a major factor in the success of
the 9l 2 success is that unlike almost every other
new engine type hitting the light aircraft market,

we progressed to the Fuji Robin and Rotax
snowmobile engines with belt reduction drives of

Elg¡neet, Ugm

class of aircraft One only has to examine today's
legions of microlights and LSAs to see that the
Rotax 9'12 series undoubtedly deserves to be
placed amongst that elite group.

Without doubt, it was exactly the right
engine at the right time lt appeared in the
late l9B0s just at the point where Rotax had
developed a strong presence as a producer of

twestroke engines, which had helped create
an energetic market for microlights and small
-lhe
sporting aircraft
relatively slippery types
beginning to emerge such as the Pulsar and
Europa clearly demanded a powerplant with

better reliability and longevity than a two-stroke
could offer. These new generation, pockel
sized touring aircraft demanded a properly

equipped panel, so they'd need an engine with
a reasonable electrical output and the ability to
mount a vacuum pump.
A lower fuel consumption would more than

t

of usingthe

912 series engine overexisting
two-strokes, was a strong factor in the raising
of the two-seat microlìght weight limit from

Gh¡Gf

it has had a superb reliability record from the
very start Without doubt th¡s was testament not
only to good basic design but also the benefits
of coming from a major engine manufacturer
with significant technìcal and financial resources,
plus the customer support ahd local advice that
has been available through the dealer networ(
ably led in the UK by Nigel Beale and his team
at Sþdrive
Unusually amongst successful products,
none ofthe alternative engines that have

emerged to challenge the Rotax have copìed
the format of the 9l 2, the designers knowing
perhaps that they couldn't hope to compete with
a simìlar product with such a well established
reputation. Considering how inevitable it seemed
back in the early 9Os that a modern aero engine

would be a high-rewing unit with a reduction

dubious longevity.
It was Rotax who saw the market opportun¡ty
and designed a proper aero engine gearbox
reduction drive These engines cleaned up the
microlight market with reasonably priced and
quite reliable two-strokes like The 441,5O3
(air-cooled) and 462,532 and 582
liquid-cooled engines
We thought in the microlight world th¿t when
the Rotax 9,ì2 arrived it was far too powerful,
expensive and heavy. Mainair sports had fitted

one for an ltalian customer; we at Pegasus
followed suit thinking it would have limited

ln 1998, Brian Milton was the first to fly a
microlight (Pegasus Quantum) around the world,
including the Bering Strait (full of icebergs ) and
the f mor Sea (full of sharlcs). The 9 t 2 engine
just kept on running.
appeal.

Quite soon the instructors realised that,
compared to the 582 two-stroke, the 912

offset the higher initial cost and greater weìght

drive to the prop, it seems curious now that the

of a more sophisticated four-stroke power unit.
With its flat-four configuration the 91 2 series even
looked like an aero engine in miniature, appealing
more to pilots of traditionally-engined craft than

engines knocking on Rotax's door are direct drive
units such as the Jabiru, UL Power and Saue¡

would pay for ¡tself ¡n about

and that the incredibly light and compact D-Motor
has side valves that went out of fashion, so we
thought ¡n the mid-1930s
With the 9'l2 series passing is quarter-

requirement for Iess maintenance. Then students
would come in, learn to fly and also take up the
four-stroke option Within about I B months we

the in-line two-strokes with their pervading and
somewhat poisonous reputation as snowmobilederived screamers.

5OO hours,

because of its reduced fuel consurnption and

had sold 100 912-powered Pegasus Quantum,
many of which are still being flown hard in
training schools

a habit of starting and stopping with a honible

century it will be very interesting indeed to
see whelher ¡ts next aero engine carries on
with the familiar format or emerges as a more

jer( the 9l 2 took a little time to penetrate the

radical development.

'Ly-Continental' market, but even in the early
90s we were seeingthe 912 not only as the
almost universal choice among new kþlanes
and mìcrolighS, it was also proving ilself as
a retrofit rescue package fortypes as diverse

The only thing that irks is that having built up
the track record, the price seems to continually
grow out of reach. Everyone is looking for the

B¡llBrools

holy grail of everything a 9l 2 delivers at half the
prìce! Early Quiks had practically no depreciation
because the engine price kept rising lt ìs now

True, with its 5,500 max continuous rpm and

as

the Hewland-engined

ARV Super Two and

Continental-powered Piper Vagabond of I 94Os
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Iedlnical llilcc{or, Psil Àuiaüon
IN THE EARTY days of microlight flying we
were flying powered hang glides using
converted chainsaw engines with a glass-fibre

circ¿

f

lOk |fs hard to make a profit on a f3Ok

aircraft when the engine cost is a third of the
aircraft purchase price.
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Other innovative inclusions included dual
capacitive discharge ignition, independent f rom

the battery and alternator (which was built in on
the crank), and operated by a rotor/stator
arrangement behind the flywheel The dry sump
oil system used an ingeniously simple blow-by
crankcase oil scavenge/breather, which saved the
weight and cost of a scavenge pump, while

Overhaul (TBO) of 600 hours lt was a seemingly
small number of hours to those pilots used to
seeing figures like I ,800 or 2,4oo, but for Rotax
this was a big leap, and was twice what its

It

would be a longer wait until the next

signìficant change, when in 2012 Rotax

announced the 9l 2 iS Power was still I 00hp, but
the big headline was dual-point fuel injection and
a digital engine control unit that improved the

two-stroke engines were rated at.
A certificated model followed, the 9l2E in
1994, fitted in the DA20 Katana from the
newly-formed Diamond Aircraft Company This
introduced the flight training community to what

engine's already meagre fuel consumption by
3Oo/0. The same engine was treated to a new
metal airbox, tuned to reduce intake turbulence
and some ECU reprogramming in April 2014 With

fuelling was from twin Bìng constanLvelocity
carburetors, something at the time more familiar

the new Rotax had to offer

on motorcycles.
Launched in 1989, the 60kg BOhp engine
offered a very respectable power-to-weight ratio of

Conlinual innouaüon

more torque, Rotax branded this one the 912 iS
Spo( although its introduction caused some
debate, with a few remarks that it appeared to be

And the innovations kept coming. ln 1993, a turbo

a fix to the original

1.661b per

hp Flighttestingwould

reveal a

smooth, easy-to-operate engine that at 5,500rpm
was sipping just 22 litres-per-hour of unleaded
fuel, hitting one of the prime aims of the designers
in the process. Thirty non-certified units would be

delìvered in the first yeaç with a

'ìlme

Between

9ì2 in an HK36 Super Dlmona,

912

iS,

where some had

allowing it reach an altitude of 33,000ft Three
years later that engine wouìd join the product

questioned why the range-topping unit had less
torque than models further down the price list
TBO has increased as in-service experience has

line-up as the Rotax 9l 4 Boosting the capacìty to
1 ,352cc and the compression ratio to l0 4: 1
resulted in the I 00hp 9l 25 appearing in I 999.

grown Since 2009, all Rotax 9'l2 engines are
supplied wlth a TBO of 2,000 hours. Confirmìng
912 engine longeviÇ, Paul Dewhurst at Flylight

was fitted to a

Aìrsports told FLYER about one BOhp
his fleet that's notched up

The whole is greater than the sum of its parts.
And there are quite a few of them...

9l2UL on

4,500 hours without

needing any major bìts or being completely
stripped. Paul says it's lust one example of a
number of high-time 9 12 in the UK, with a few,
including an 9 ì 2 run by Airbourne Avìation at
Popham, exceeding even thatfigure In fact, that
particular example, from a C42 flight school
aircraft, has just been completely stripped by
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Farnborough University who are studying it for

wear lnitial signs seem to indicate it's still within
the factory tolerances
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ln the year the 9l 2 celebrates 25 years since its
launch, the first week of June will see the

50,000th engine from the 9l 2 family being
assembled on the Gunskirchen, Austrìa,
production line Five million flight hours will be
added during 2Ol4 Io a

91 2 family total of
40 million hours; around the world, more
than 200 aircraft manufacturers now use the

912 \¡/rth an enormous CA market just
awakening in China, the question is, will
greater demand see prices reduced or will
they just continue their steady climb?
Perhaps the only problem with this gem of
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an engine is commanding prices that an
upmarket jeweller would be proud of!
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